
The Klutz Guide to the Galaxy 

Fact-checker: Dan Letchworth 

 

Suggested corrections are in bold. 

 

Title page and page 3 

• The “Fly Apollo” patch: Note that the first Apollo flight to the moon was Apollo 

8, in 1968, though the slogan is OK as-is if referring to moon landing flights. 

(http://www.nasm.si.edu/collections/imagery/apollo/AS08/a08facts.htm) 

 

Page 6 

• Second illustration, of the solar system: Mercury appears to be blue; its true 

colors are light grays. 

(http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/multimedia/display.cfm?IM_ID=7543) 

• Footnote paragraph: Note that Britannica’s figure for the distance to Andromeda 

is 2.48 million light-years, but the 2.5 figure listed seems OK because its referent 

is more general. 

("Andromeda Galaxy." Encyclopædia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. 

Encyclopædia Britannica, 2011. Web. 15 Jun. 2011) 

 

Page 7 

• Rotating globe illustrations: The North Pole stick appears to be situated in a green 

spot of land—there is no permanent land mass around the North Pole. 

("North Pole." Encyclopædia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. Encyclopædia 

Britannica, 2011. Web. 15 Jun. 2011.) 

• Speed due to Earth’s rotation at different latitudes: Rounding to the nearest whole 

number, more precise speeds would be 734 mph (1,181 km/h) halfway between 

the equator and North Pole, and 1,038 mph (1,700 km/h) at the equator. 

 [Calculations to arrive at these figures: 

http://www.nasm.si.edu/collections/imagery/apollo/AS08/a08facts.htm
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/multimedia/display.cfm?IM_ID=7543


40,076 km equatorial circumference, per Brittanica, / 24 hours = 1,669.8333 km/h at the 

equator (1,037.5863 mph) x cosine 45 degrees latitude (0.707106781) = 1,180.7505 km/h 

(733.68435 mph)] 

• Third paragraph: Using a mean orbital velocity of 107,218 km/h, distance 

traveled in 15 seconds rounded to the nearest whole number would be 278 mi 

(447 km). 

(http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Display=Facts&Object=Earth) 

• Thought bubble: Precise measurements for Earth orbital circumference from 

above web page are 584,019,311 mi (939,887,974 km). Would “I traveled 584 

million miles . . . That’s 939 million kilometers” be more accurate here? 

 

Page 11 

• Right column, first paragraph: A more precise figure would be 3,737, assuming 1 

AU = 149,597,870.691 km. 

(http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/glossary/au.html)  

 

Page 14 

• First paragraph: “Fortunately, in the northern hemisphere, all shadows point 

north at solar noon, the exact middle of the day.” 

Suggested addition OK? In the southern hemisphere, shadows would point south 

at solar noon. Note that the last sundial construction step on page 17 does specify that the 

gnomon shadow moves clockwise north of the equator. 

 

Page 19 

• First paragraph: Note that while there are 24 standard time zones, many 

countries observe additional time zones that are 15, 30, or 45 minutes past the 

UTC, and the total number of observed time zones in the world is about 40. 

(https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-

factbook/graphics/ref_maps/pdf/time_zones.pdf) 

• Second paragraph: Per Web 11 pref, “Daylight Savings Time” should be 

“Daylight Saving Time.” 

http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Display=Facts&Object=Earth
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/glossary/au.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/graphics/ref_maps/pdf/time_zones.pdf
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/graphics/ref_maps/pdf/time_zones.pdf


 

Page 21 

• Last paragraph in first column: “summer equinox” and “winter equinox” should 

be “vernal equinox” and “autumnal equinox,” respectively. 

 

Page 23: 

• Left column: “At its most distant, the moon is just 252,714 miles (406,710 km) 

away” Edit OK? This is the Moon’s most distant apogee in the last fifty years. 

(http://fourmilab.ch/earthview/pacalc.html) 

• Right column, first paragraph: “Apollo 11, the first spacecraft to carry people to 

the Moon’s surface” Addition OK for specificity? Apollo 8 and 10 had 

previously taken people to lunar orbit. 

• Also, the speed given for Apollo 11 appears to be based on escape velocity from 

the Earth’s surface, precisely 25,053 mph (40,320 km/h), but Apollo 11’s 

translunar injection was slightly slower—24,235 mph (39,003 km/h)—because 

the burn occurred from orbit. 

(http://history.nasa.gov/SP-4029/Apollo_18-24_Translunar_Injection.htm) 

 

Page 28 

• Last paragraph: Precise measurements for Copernicus crater: 58 mi (93 km) 

("Copernicus." Encyclopædia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. 

Encyclopædia Britannica, 2011. Web. 15 Jun. 2011.) 

 

Page 29 

• Apollo 11 and 12: Edit dates to read “(landed on [date])”, to match style for 

Apollo 14–17? 

• Apollo 11: As queried on Title page and Page 3, edit to be more specific: “carried 

people to the Moon’s surface for the first time”? 

• Apollo 13: Edit to read “launched on April 11,1970,” to specify that this date 

signifies something different from the others? 

 

http://fourmilab.ch/earthview/pacalc.html
http://history.nasa.gov/SP-4029/Apollo_18-24_Translunar_Injection.htm


Page 32 

• Photo caption: Couldn’t find any references to a solar eclipse occuring on the 

date given, August 6, 2005. All sources consulted listed two total solar eclipses in 

2005, on April 8 and October 3. Confirm correct date with image source? 

(http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/OH/OH2005.html) 

(http://www.srh.noaa.gov/key/?n=eclipse05) 

(http://books.google.com/books?id=NzEr-

YSJN6UC&lpg=PA208&dq=solar%20eclipses%202005&pg=PA208#v=onepage&q=sol

ar%20eclipses%202005&f=false) 

 

Page 33 

• Right column, second paragraph: More precise figures for Earth’s orbital 

circumference are 584,019,311 miles (939,887,974 km). Suggest changing quoted 

figures to “a journey of 584 million miles (939 million kilometers)” 

(http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Display=Facts&Object=Earth) 

 

Page 35 

• Average orbital velocities from above NASA Fact Sheet: 

Earth: 66,622 mph (107,218 km/h) 

Mars: 53,858 mph (86,677 km/h) 

 

Page 38–39 

• Last bullet in Venus: It seems misleading and inaccurate to refer to Artemis as a 

volcano—coronae are certainly seismic features that can cause volcanism, but 

NASA and Britannica both specifically refer to Olympus Mons on Mars as the 

largest volcano in the solar system. 

Suggestion: A replacement fact could reference that almost all geographical 

features on Venus are named after women. 

("Venus." Encyclopædia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. Encyclopædia 

Britannica, 2011. Web. 16 Jun. 2011.) 

http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/OH/OH2005.html
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/key/?n=eclipse05
http://books.google.com/books?id=NzEr-YSJN6UC&lpg=PA208&dq=solar%20eclipses%202005&pg=PA208#v=onepage&q=solar%20eclipses%202005&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=NzEr-YSJN6UC&lpg=PA208&dq=solar%20eclipses%202005&pg=PA208#v=onepage&q=solar%20eclipses%202005&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=NzEr-YSJN6UC&lpg=PA208&dq=solar%20eclipses%202005&pg=PA208#v=onepage&q=solar%20eclipses%202005&f=false
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Display=Facts&Object=Earth


("Olympus Mons." Encyclopædia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. 

Encyclopædia Britannica, 2011. Web. 16 Jun. 2011.) 

(http://marsprogram.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/atlas/olympus-mons.html) 

 

Page 40 

• Third bullet in Jupiter: This should read “Two and a half times your Earth 

weight”, per 

(http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=Jupiter&Display=Facts) 

 

Page 41 

• Third bullet in Saturn: “25 moons at least 6 miles (10 kilometers) across, and 

many smaller ones.” Edit OK? There are currently 53 confirmed, named satellites 

of Saturn. 

(http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=Saturn&Display=Moons)  

• Third bullet in Neptune: “Neptunian winds blow up to 1,300 mph (2,100 km/h)” 

Edit OK? Sources do indeed give highest recorded wind speeds around 1,300, but 

the average wind speed is much slower. 

(http://www.crh.noaa.gov/fsd/?n=neptune) 

(http://books.google.com/books?id=bJoYlBWbCAYC&lpg=PA83&dq=neptune%20win

d%20speed&pg=PA83#v=onepage&q=neptune%20wind%20speed&f=false) 

(http://books.google.com/books?id=PE99nOKjbXAC&pg=PA59&dq=neptune+wind+sp

eed&hl=en&ei=UkL6TeW4IsPZgAebjOGBAQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resn

um=8&ved=0CE4Q6AEwBw#v=onepage&q=neptune%20wind%20speed&f=false) 

 

Page 42 

• “Rather than circling the Sun like the other planets, Pluto’s orbit is a giant oval.” 

All planetary orbits are elliptical, not circular; Pluto’s is merely much more 

eccentric. Confirm simplification OK? 

• Photo caption: The stat for kilometers is missing a decimal point: It should read 

“3.6 billion,” not “36 billion.” (Per previously-cited NASA Fact Sheets, 

http://marsprogram.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/atlas/olympus-mons.html
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=Jupiter&Display=Facts
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=Saturn&Display=Moons
http://www.crh.noaa.gov/fsd/?n=neptune
http://books.google.com/books?id=bJoYlBWbCAYC&lpg=PA83&dq=neptune%20wind%20speed&pg=PA83#v=onepage&q=neptune%20wind%20speed&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=bJoYlBWbCAYC&lpg=PA83&dq=neptune%20wind%20speed&pg=PA83#v=onepage&q=neptune%20wind%20speed&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=PE99nOKjbXAC&pg=PA59&dq=neptune+wind+speed&hl=en&ei=UkL6TeW4IsPZgAebjOGBAQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=8&ved=0CE4Q6AEwBw#v=onepage&q=neptune%20wind%20speed&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=PE99nOKjbXAC&pg=PA59&dq=neptune+wind+speed&hl=en&ei=UkL6TeW4IsPZgAebjOGBAQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=8&ved=0CE4Q6AEwBw#v=onepage&q=neptune%20wind%20speed&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=PE99nOKjbXAC&pg=PA59&dq=neptune+wind+speed&hl=en&ei=UkL6TeW4IsPZgAebjOGBAQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=8&ved=0CE4Q6AEwBw#v=onepage&q=neptune%20wind%20speed&f=false


Neptune’s aphelion is 4.53 billion km, and the Kuiper belt extends to 8.22 billion 

km, so the difference would be 3.69 billion km.) 

 

Page 52: 

• Left column, first paragraph: Note that sources vary on the etymology of 

“Betelgeuse.” Most point toward it meaning “hand of al-Jauza,” but the National 

Radio Astronomy Observatory website uses “Armpit of the Giant,” and this does 

seem like a more appealing name for the intended readership. ☺ 

(http://stars.astro.illinois.edu/sow/betelgeuse.html) 

(http://wise.ssl.berkeley.edu/gallery_lambda_orionis.html) 

 

Page 62 

• Age wheel, Saturn: Ages for 10 and 11 read “1/3 yr,” but for 12 it reads “1/3 yrs.” 

Should this be standardized? 

• Age wheel, Jupiter: Age fractions for 3, 4, and 5 end with “yr,” but age for 6 reads 

“1/2 yrs.” Should this be standardized? 

• Jupiter ages for 7 and 8 read “over 1/2 yr,” and “1/2 yr,” respectively. Should the 

latter be edited to read “over 1/2 yr” as well, so the value doesn’t appear to 

decrease? 

 

Page 68 

• Bottommost paragraph: MoonPie should be closed up, per style on moonpie.com.  

Also, MoonPies are sold nationwide, not just in Mobile, Alabama. However, 

Mobile did serve the world’s largest MoonPie, 4 feet wide, 50 pounds, and 45,000 

calories, on New Year’s Eve 2008. 

(http://www.al.com/news/press-

register/metro.ssf?/base/news/122985459961200.xml&coll=3) 

http://stars.astro.illinois.edu/sow/betelgeuse.html
http://wise.ssl.berkeley.edu/gallery_lambda_orionis.html
http://www.al.com/news/press-register/metro.ssf?/base/news/122985459961200.xml&coll=3
http://www.al.com/news/press-register/metro.ssf?/base/news/122985459961200.xml&coll=3

